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Abstract
The traditional gravity data processing and interpretation are concentrated in gravity anomaly, caused horizontal and 
vertical resolution, and accuracy is not high. In this paper, we use gravity gradient data with higher resolution to 
explain gravity data; calculate the correlation coefficient and image the correlation coefficient, and make use of 
Fourier transform to filter the gravity, gravity gradient anomaly data，calculate the data  extracted each time and then
stock in order to improve the imaging resolution. Then calculate the three-layer model by setting, the correlation 
imaging is not well; make use of FFT to filter the data and then calculate correlation coefficient for separate data and 
then stock, the correlation coefficient imaging proved the obvious effect. The results indicated the feasibility of 
correlation coefficient imaging after filtering.
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1. Introduction
Gravitational prospecting is a common geophysical exploration method, which uses gravity changes
caused by the density difference of various strata, rock mass and ore body which compose the crust. A
vertical first order derivative of gravity potential will be obtained by using conventional gravity
derivatives in the direction of .. But gravity gradient [1] measurement [2] can get the changes of first 
order derivatives in the direction of . Compared to gravity anomaly, gravity gradient anomaly has higher 
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resolution, because gravity gradient anomaly reflects the changes of gravity anomaly caused by density 
mutant in underground, with outstanding field source body details.
According to the correlation coefficient imaging methods[3][4] of gravity/gravity gradient anomalies 
proposed by Guo Lianghui and others, the application of correlation coefficient imaging methods for 
gravity gradient based on FFT abnormal separation are suggested in this paper [5][6]. The correlation 
coefficient imaging methods for gravity gradient based on module set were used to confirm the 
effectiveness of the method.
2. Method and theory
2.1. Correlation coefficient imaging of gravity/gravity gradient
Surface gravity anomaly can define the vertical component of gravity on the surface produced by 
density abnormal body in underground. There has been a point marked ‘q’ underground anywhere in the 
measuring area, with a coordinate ( , , )q q qx y z , qv as volume and qσ∆ as its residual density, and then 
the gravity anomaly ( , , )qg x y z∆ at this point should be expressed as follows：
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Where; G=6.6667×10-11m3/（kg·s2）
Considering the adjacent least-square residual anomaly normalized cross-correlation formula proposed 
by Abdelrahman [7] etc, normalized cross-correlation between gravity anomaly through actual 
measurement and gravity anomaly from the quality of the point q was defined as follows：
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Where: ( , , )i i ix y z was the coordinate of the point i in the area, ( , , )i i ig x y z∆ was the actual gravity 
anomaly, ( , , )q i i ig x y z∆ was the gravity anomaly from the quality of the point q at this observation 
point, N was the total observation points.
With a plus residual density
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According to Schwarz Equation, it is known,
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Therefore, the numerical range of correlation coefficient qA in formula (3) is -1≤ qA ≤1.
Physical significance of correlation coefficient qA is the possibility of the fact that whether the 
surface gravity anomaly is produced by a certain abnormal point underground, with plus qA , the point has 
a quality profit, on the contrary, a quality loss.
Gravity gradient is the second-order change rate of gravity potential V in the direction of , ,x y z ,
correlation coefficients of gravity gradient can also be obtained similarly：
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The two-dimensional analysis is only given in this paper, so just ,zx qB and ,zz qB can be obtained：
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2.2. Correlation coefficient imaging based on FFT filtering
Through calculating the correlation coefficient of the gravity anomaly and gravity gradient anomaly,
though the transverse position of the abnormal body can be distinguished in transversal. In imaging 
results, some abnormal bodies will be neglected in vertical. In order to improve imaging vertical 
resolution, a spatial filtering analysis on gravity anomaly and gravity gradient anomaly we measured is 
proposed by using FFT.
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In the model, the shallow small mutant cause small and sharp abnormity, reflected high frequency in 
frequency domain. Deep large mutant cause large and gently abnormity, reflected low frequency in 
frequency domain. Through the low-pass, band-pass and high-pass filter, extracted the abnormal data of 
different depth layer. Using inverter change
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Get abnormal value of any deep layer after filtering, using abnormal data of this deep layer to calculate
normalized correlation, stocking the correlation of the abnormal data that caused by different deep layer. 
Finally the vertical resolution of correlation coefficient imaging is improved.
3. Synthetic model parameters
Synthetic model is composed of seven vertical rectangular which have different size and surplus 
density and locate in different deep layer. Table 1 shows these rectangular geometric parameters and 
surplus density.
Table 1 Model geometric parameter and surplus density
Number of 
abnormal body
Along the x length
（m）
Along the y length
（m）
Top depth
（m）
Surplus density
（×10-9kg/m2）
A1 100 100 100 5
A2 100 100 100 -5
B1 500 300 700 -2.5
B2 500 300 700 2.5
B3 500 300 700 2.5
C1 1500 1000 2000 1.5
C2 1000 1000 2000 -1
Fig. 1 shows distribution of vertical rectangular in the model. The C1, C2 locate in the deepest layer; 
The B1, B2, B3 located in middle layer; The A1, A2 locate in the shallowest layer.
Fig. 1. Model sketch map
4. Analysis of simulation
We can calculate the gravity anomaly and gravity gradient anomaly of the model, show in Fig.
2(a)(c)(e), then calculate correlation coefficient and gain underground correlation coefficient graph shown
in Fig 2(b)(d)(f). The gravity and gravity gradient curve can precisely correspond with theoretical values,
but cannot inverse practical situation of underground density anomaly; the correlation coefficient graph of 
gravity anomaly can identify A1, A2 and C1, the correlation coefficient graph of gravity gradient 
anomaly can identify A1, A2, the treatment can already reflect the abnormal center space, but can only 
reflect part of abnormal body, the others are covered, mainly because the gravity gradient anomaly of 
shallow layer is sharp, cover the anomaly of middle and deep layer, cause bad result of correlation 
coefficient imaging. We must use filter to do further process.
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Fig. 2. Model gravity and gravity gradient anomaly and correlation result in the section. (a)Gravity anomaly; (b)Gravity anomaly 
correlation coefficient imaging; (c)(d)Two component of gravity gradient; (e)(f)Gravity gradient anomaly correlation coefficient 
imaging
（a）                                                    （b）                                                          （c）
Fig. 3. Gravity and gravity gradient anomaly spectrum diagram. (a)Gravity anomaly △g spectrum;(b)Gravity gradient Vzx 
pectrum;(c)Gravity gradient Vzz spectrum
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We can see that the frequency is concentrating in 0-20Hz and 20-60Hz in the spectrum diagram,
considering 0-20Hz is the low frequency caused by deep widespread abnormal, 20-60Hz is the middle 
frequency is caused by middle abnormal, 60Hz above is the high frequency caused by shallow small 
abnormal.
（a）                                           （b）                                                     （
Fig. 4. Filter frequency response. (a)Low-pass filter; (b)Band-pass filter;(c)High-pass filter
Filter set respectively low-pass, high-pass, band-pass filter, 20Hz is chosen to be the high cut-off 
frequency for low-pass filter; 20Hz and 60Hz is respective chosen to be stop-band cut-off frequency, 
25Hz and 55Hz is chosen to be pass-band cut-off frequency for band-pass filter; 60Hz is chosen to be low
cut-off frequency for high-pass filter. Fig. 4 shows frequency response function.
Use a low-pass filter to get the gravity anomaly and gravity gradient anomaly of the deep density body 
and then calculate correlation coefficient C1; Use a band-pass filter to get the gravity anomaly and gravity 
gradient anomaly of the middle density body and then calculate correlation coefficient C2; Use a high-
pass filter to get the gravity anomaly and gravity gradient anomaly of the shallow density body and then 
calculate correlation coefficient C3. Gain the correlation coefficient of the whole space with stocking C1, 
C2 and C3.
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Fig. 5. Gravity and gravity gradient anomaly correlation coefficient imaging based on filtering. (a)Gravity anomaly correlation 
coefficient imaging ;(b)(c)Vzx,Vzz correlation coefficient imaging 
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Analyzing and comparing results are shown in Fig 5(a) (b) (c). In Fig 5(a), we can already distinguish 
A1, A2 and C1 obviously, B1 and B2 vaguely; cannot distinguish other body; but we can distinguish all 
the abnormal body from (b) and (c). In Fig 5(b), we can distinguish the spatial location and surplus 
density for positive or negative of A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, C1 accurately, but C2 is dislocation obviously; In 
Fig 5(c), distinguish the spatial location of A1, A2, B1, B3, C1, and surplus density reflect also very 
accurate, B2 can be seen but not obvious; C2 is negative density, but spatial location moves. We have 
improved correlation coefficient imaging resolution obviously.
5. Conclusions and recommendations
(1) The paper proposed the gravity and gravity gradient abnormal correlation coefficient imaging in 
the basis of previous works, and put forward the correlation imaging based on filtering, improved the 
resolution of the display.
(2) This based on correlation coefficient imaging method, only need the measured gravity data to 
calculate correlation coefficient directly, does not need any premise known conditions, it has a great 
advantage.
(3) We can see that the resolution of gravity gradient anomaly is higher than it of gravity anomaly, and 
the effect is better after filtering, and the effect is great in the paper, the method is of great application 
value.
(4) In the paper, abnormal setting is simple, but the actual gravity data are more complex, this article is 
of a significant limitation with three kind of filter when processing actual data. I hope we can process the 
data with better abnormal separation in the future, in addition, verifying the effect of the method through 
explaining actual data.
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